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Down
1. How many guns is CONSTITUTION designed to 
carry?
3. CONSTITUTION's nickname: 'Old _______'.
4. The name for CONSTITUTION's aft-most mast.
5. One of CONSTITUTION's two sisterships that were 
captured by the Royal British Navy during the War of 
1812.
7. __________ is the third square sail upward from the 
main deck of the CONSTITUTION.
8. While fighting this British warship, CONSTITUTION 
earned her famous nickname.
9. The name for CONSTITUTION's tallest mast.
11. This author wrote a famous poem that rallied the 
public to save CONSTITUTION from scrapping.
18. A sail that runs front-to-back instead of side-to-
side aboard CONSTITUTION and is located on the 
lower part of the aft-most mast.
22. This man designed CONSTITUTION and her 
sisterships: Joshua __________.
24. _________ rigging are the non-moving cables or 
ropes (lines) used to support CONSTITUTION's 
masts.
26. This sail is the second square sail upward from the 
main deck of the CONSTITUTION.
28. The horizontal poles mounted to the 
CONSTITUTION's masts from which the sails are 
hung.
29. A vertical wooden pole from which sails and lines 
can be hung.
30. CONSTITUTION served in a 'quasi-war' between 
the United States and this country.
32. USS = United States _______
34. In 1849, Pope _____ IX became the first Pope to 
ever set foot aboard an American vessel.

Across
2. CONSTITUTION's first captain: Samuel 
____________.
6. CONSTITUTION saw action at this North African 
city during the First Barbary War.
10. What city was CONSTITUTION built in?
12. CONSTITUTION was one of how many frigates 
built?
13. Triangular sails carried at the very front of the ship.
14. _________ rigging are the movable ropes (lines) 
used to manipulate CONSTITUTION's spars and sails.
15. President __________ ordered CONSTITUTION to 
be made a permanent part of the active Navy fleet in 
1940.
16. Daniel ________ commanded the naval station at 
New Orleans during the Battle of Lake Borgne and the 
Battle of New Orleans in 1814-15. He later 
commanded CONSTITUTION from 1826-28.
17. The lowest and largest square sail on the 
CONSTITUTION: the ______ sail.
19. Which of CONSTITUTION's sisterships eventually 
served the Confederate States Navy briefly in 1861-62.
20. This is the highest square sail found on the 
CONSTITUTION's mast.
21. Timbers from this sistership of CONSTITUTION 
still exist in a newer museum ship bearing the same 
name in Baltimore Harbor today.
23. The name for CONSTITUTION's forward-most 
mast.
25. Which U.S. president named the CONSTITUTION?
27. During and after the Civil War, CONSTITUTION 
served as a cadet training ship at the Naval Academy 
in what city?
30. What type of warship was the USS 
CONSTITUTION?
31. Triangular sails located in between two masts.
33. One of CONSTITUTION's two sisterships that 
were captured by the Royal British Navy during the 
War of 1812.
35. How many acres of trees were used for 
CONSTITUTION's construction?
36. The mascot monkey that sailed aboard 
CONSTITUTION from 1931-34 during her 3-year tour 
of the United States.


